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Abstract

The notion of action re�nement has been studied intensively in the past
few years� It is usually introduced in the form of an operator in a process
algebraic language� for which a denotational semantics in a suitable model
is then given� In this paper we complement this approach by de�ning a
corresponding operational semantics for re�nement� in the form of de�
rivation rules for a transition relation� Because of the �well�known� fact
that ordinary transition systems are not expressive enough to capture
the e�ects of re�nement� we use an event�based transition system model
described elsewhere in the literature� The operational semantics of re�
�nement thus de�ned is equivalent �in fact event isomorphic� to the usual
denotational semantics�

� Introduction

Process algebras form a well�known speci�cation paradigm for concurrent sys�
tems� Typical operators describe such constructions as parallel composition�
and such implementation mechanisms as sequential composition� One operator
that has been studied in depth in the past six years is action re�nement� which
basically has the e�ect of substituting actions in a given behavioural speci�ca�
tion with more complex behaviour that in some sense implements those actions�
This operator can be seen on the one hand as allowing a top�down design strat�
egy in which activities can �rst be speci�ed on a very abstract level as single
actions and then turned into more concrete� detailed behaviour� and on the
other as corresponding to the implementation mechanism of procedure call in
declarative languages�

Action re�nement has been studied mostly on the basis of constructions on
denotational models� Except for a small subclass of re�nements 	see Czaja et al�

��� it turns out that the standard model of labelled transition systems does not
allow a satisfactory de�nition� several intuitive properties of re�nement such
as distribution over parallel composition 	without synchronisation cannot be
satis�ed� Successful denotational de�nitions have however been given on several
types of partial order models� cf� Van Glabbeek and Goltz 
���� Vogler 
����
Jategaonkar and Meyer 
���� Best et al� 
��� Darondeau and Degano 
����
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It should be remarked at this point that there is no general agreement on the
question whether re�nement should distribute over synchronisation as well 	in
addition to independent parallel composition� If such distribution is allowed�
re�nement is interpreted wholly syntactically� this is arguably more faithful to
the notion of top�down design� but we know of no models that are compositional
with respect to such an operation� The denotational constructions mentioned
above� on the other hand� interpret re�nement as semantic substitution 	in
an appropriate model� it does not in general distribute over synchronisation�
Goltz� Gorrieri and Rensink have investigated in 
��� when these two approaches
coincide� In this paper� we adhere to the latter�

The failure of transition systems to model action re�nement immediately
implies that the standard use of structural operational semantics� where only
actions are used as labels� will not work for action re�nement� However� sev�
eral transition system extensions with corresponding operational semantics are
known whose expressivity equals that of partial order models� for instance
Degano et al� 
���� Degano and Gorrieri 
���� Boudol and Castellani 
��� On the
basis of such extensions it should be possible to give an operational semantics
of re�nement� One such de�nition is indeed given in 
����

In this paper we� too� de�ne an operational semantics for re�nement� this
time on the basis of an approach developed by Langerak 
���� transition labels
are extended with event names� derived from annotations that are added to
terms of the language before evaluation� This makes for a very smooth ex�
tension of the standard semantics� at the cost of the auxiliary machinery for
annotation� Re�nement can be captured by three operational rules� respec�
tively for the case that the re�ned action is not yet terminated after a given
transition� that it is terminated� and for termination of the term under re�
�nement as a whole� We use the auxiliary concepts of independent transitions
and busy re�nements� the latter being exactly those action occurrences whose
re�nement has started but not yet terminated� We claim that the ensuing def�
inition is intuitive and easy to use� we derive some axioms for re�nement� As
proof of its correctness we compare the semantics with a construction on an
event�based model called families of posets� developed by us in 
����

We proceed as follows� Section � presents the language under consideration�
its standard semantics and its extended semantics using Langerak�s event an�
notations for the fragment without re�nement� Section � discusses and de�nes
the semantics of the re�nement operator� Section � presents the corresponding
denotational construction and sketches the correctness proof� In Section � we
discuss related work and draw some conclusions�

� Language and semantics

We consider a language L generated by the following grammar�

B ��� � j � j a j B � B j B�B j B jjA B j B
r� j X �

Here a � A is an arbitrary action� We use a special pseudo�action X �� A
to denote termination� AX �� A � fXg is ranged over by �� B� � B� denotes
choice between B� and B�� with neutral element � denoting deadlock� B��B�

is sequential composition� with neutral element � denoting termination� it is
assumed to bind stronger than �� We also use L�� to denote the fragment



� a �a� �

� � �X� �

B� ��� B� � B� � B� ��� B�

B� ��� B� � B� � B� ��� B�

B� �a� B�� � B��B� �a� B���B�

B� �X� B�� B� �
�
� B�� � B��B� �

�
� B��

B� �a� B�� a �� A � B� jjA B� �a� B�� jjA B�

B� �a� B�� a �� A � B� jjA B� �a� B� jjA B��

B� ��� B�� B� ��� B�� � � A � fXg � B� jjA B� ��� B�� jjA B��

B� ��� B�� �	� ��� B�� � B�
�� ��� B��
��

�	X �
�
� B � X �

�
� B

Table �� Standard operational semantics for the �at fragment of L

of L without �� B� jjA B� is synchronisation of B� and B� over the actions
in A� where B� jjjB� denotes the special case that A � �� B
r� is re�nement
of B according to the re�nement function r�A � L�� 	hence � may not be
used in re�nement terms� the reason for this restriction will be discussed later�
Re�nement functions are implicitly extended to r�X �� � 	this therefore being
the only r�image in which � occurs� Finally� X � X is a process name� The
meaning of process names is determined by a process environment ��X � L
which generates a recursive system of equations�

Except for re�nement� all the operators in L stem from well�known process
algebras� Re�nement is also known in the restricted case where all the images
of r are simple actions� then it is alternatively called a renaming operator and
denoted �� We call a term �at if all instances of re�nements are renamings� For
the �at fragment of L� the standard operational semantics is given in Table ���

	Note that the rule for renaming is formulated in a nonstandard way� this is in
order to make the generalisation to re�nement more direct�

To obtain a partial order operational semantics� the transition labels of the
standard semantics can be enriched with additional information� essentially
to encode the causal dependencies among the transitions� The question is in
what form this additional information should be provided� Here we apply an
approach developed by Langerak 
���� The remainder of this section basically
describes the approach� extended only to model sequential composition� Our
own contribution� described in the next sections� is the de�nition of operational
rules for re�nement� and the choice of denotational model�

First� we replace the action labels by pairs of events and actions� In other
words� a transition in our extended semantics will be of the form B �e���� B��
where e � E is some arbitrary event� The universe of events E is assumed

�Not included are operators for hiding and restriction of actions� The former has been
omitted because we are working in a setting where all actions are visible� The latter is
implicitly present in the synchronisation operator�



� ea �
e�a
�� ���e��

� e� �e�X�� �

C� �e���� C� � C� � C� �e���� C�

C� �e���� C� � C� � C� �e���� C�

C� �e��a��� C�� � C��C� �e��a��� C���C�

C� �
e��X��� C�� C� �

e������ C�� � C��C� �
e������ C��

C� �
e��a��� C�� a �� A � C� jjA C� �

�e�����a����� C�� jjA C�

C� �e��a��� C�� a �� A � C� jjA C� �
���e���a����� C� jjA C��

C� �e������ C�� C� �e������ C�� � � A � fXg � C� jjA C� �
�e��e���������� C�� jjA C��

C� �e���� C�� �	� �d���� C�� � C
�� �
�e�d���
����� C�
��

�	X �
e��
�� C � dX �

�d�e���
����� kd	C

C �e���� C� � kd	C �
�d�e���
����� kd	C�

Table �� Event�based operational semantics for the �at part of L

to be closed under pairing� in order to allow the construction of new events�
	E � E � 	E � f	g � 	f	g �E 
 E� where 	 �� E is a special symbol� These
events are generated by annotating the terms of L according to some scheme�
such that all the actions and process names are augmented with a distinguished
event� In other words� we do not evaluate L directly but rather the annotated
language L	E with the following grammar�

C ��� � j e� j ea j C �C j C�C j C jjA C j C
r� j eX j ke	C �

Re�nement functions r as well as the process environment � now range over
L	E rather than L� For the operational characterisation of recursive behaviour
we need auxiliary operators ke	C where ke � 	d� 	e
 d is a function E � E
for all e � E� which glues e to all the event transitions in the execution of
C� making the events distinct even in in�nite behaviour� To ensure that event
names do not occur more than once in annotated terms� we restrict ourselves to
those terms where the annotation is sound� in the sense that di�erent elements
of the term are annotated di�erently�

It is relatively straightforward to write down an intuitively reasonable oper�
ational semantics in the Langerak format for the �at part of L	E� see Table ��
Note that in this setup� the images of renaming functions� being a special case
of re�nement functions� have to be annotated as well�

A sound annotation of a given term B � L is easy to construct� For instance�
for any �seed� event e � E� the function anne�L � L	E de�ned in Table �
will correctly annotate B� The function strip�L	E� L removes annotations�
it should be clear that strip	anne	B � B for all e � E� Both ann and strip
are pointwise extended to re�nement functions�

In practice� rather than apply anne we will simply enumerate all actions� �s
and process names in a given term� hence for instance obtaining 	�a � ��� �b
from 	a� �� b� rather than the much more complex 	��e������a� ����e������ ���e�b



anne	� �� �

anne	B �� eB 	B � f�g �A �X

anne	B� �B� �� ann �e���	B� � ann ���e�	B� 	� � f� 
 � 
 jjA g

anne	B
r� �� anne	B
anne	r�

strip	� �� �

strip	eB �� B 	B � f�g �A �X

strip	C� � C� �� strip	C� � strip	C� 	� � f� 
 � 
 jjA g

strip	C
r� �� strip	C
strip	r�

strip	kd	C �� strip	C

Table �� An example annotation function

returned by anne��

The question the becomes how we intend to interpret the operational seman�
tics� and in particular the event labels� It is obvious that di�erent annotations
of a given term will result in di�erent transition systems� this di�erence does
not have anything to do with the actual behaviour� To obtain a sensible level
of abstraction� we therefore interpret the semantics up to a bijective event
renaming�

� De�nition� Two annotated terms C�
 C� � L	E are called event isomor�
phic� denoted C�

��o C�� if there exist a bijection f �E� � E� and a relation
�  L	E� L	E such that C� � C� and for all C�� � C

�
�

� If C�� �
e�a�� C��� then e � E� and �C��� � C

�
� �

f�e��a
���� C��� ��� C��� �

� If C�� �
e�a�� C��� then e � E� and �C��� � C

�
� �

f�� �e��a
������ C��� � C��� �

We call the above bisimulation�like relation an isomorphism because for any
annotated term C� the outgoing event transitions are deterministic�

C �e�a�� C� �C �e�a�� C �� �� C� � C�� �

This follows from the distinctness of the events in annotated terms� It
follows that the event traces of C� de�ned as those strings � � 	E �A� such
that C � C� ���������� � � �� completely characterise the operational behaviour�
and if we denote the set of these traces by ET 	C then

f �C�
��o C� �� ET 	C� � f f�	� j � � ET 	C� g

where f� denotes the pointwise extension of f to event traces� More impor�
tantly however� we have

strip	C� � strip	C� �� C�
��o C� � 	�

�The need to annotate terms before interpreting them makes the semantics non�
compositional� A compositional variant is obtained if annotations are generated dynamically
by the operational rules� like in the proved transitions of Boudol and Castellani ���� This
does not a�ect the tenets of this paper� we prefer Langerak�s presentation for simplicity�



This implies that we have indeed abstracted from the particular annotation
mechanism� Since also for allB � L there is a C � L	E such that strip	C � B
	for instance� C � anne	B� it follows that the following extension of ��o to L
is well�de�ned�

strip	C� ��o strip	C� �� C�
��o C� �

Event isomorphism is a congruence over L	E and through this de�nition
also over L� moreover it subsumes commutativity and associativity of choice�
associativity of sequential composition and commutativity of synchronisation�
also � is a neutral element with respect to sequential composition and � with
respect to choice� On the other hand� for instance a� c� b� c ���o 	a � b� c and
a� b � b� a ���o a jjj b� Especially the former shows that ��o is still a very strong
notion� it negates the right�distributivity of sequential composition over choice
common to almost all equivalences known from the literature� For our purpose
this is in fact bene�cial� since we will be using ��o to show correspondence of
the above operational semantics to an event�based denotational semantics� the
correspondence will remain valid under any more abstract interpretation than
��o� hence the stronger this relation is the better�

A very important question is whether the semantics is in some sense �correct��
One immediate observation is that by stripping the terms in Table � and re�
moving the event labels from the transitions� we get back Table � exactly� In
other words� for all annotated terms C�
 C� we have

strip	C� �a� B� � 	�e � E
 C� � L	E� C� �
e�a
�� C� � strip	C� � B� 	�

This shows that we have directly extended the standard semantics� In fact it
is not di�cult to prove that ��o implies isomorphism of the standard semantics
derived according to Table �� A second� more important criterion is the exis�
tence of a denotational semantics to go with Table �� We return to this issue
in Section ��

� Re�nement

Let us discuss the problems involved in extending our operational semantics to
re�nement� As mentioned in the introduction� we take the traditional view� put
forward initially by Aceto and Hennessy 
�� and Van Glabbeek and Goltz 
����
in which re�nement equates to substitution of abstract actions by the concrete
behaviour to which they are mapped� For instance� we expect to obtain

B�
r� � 	a� b� 	a jjj c
a� a�� a�� ��o a�� a�� b� 	a�� a� jjj c 	�

where a � a�� a� denotes the re�nement function mapping a to a�� a� and
all other actions to themselves� In the presence of synchronisation however�
it turns out that straightforward syntactic substitution sometimes gives unex�
pected results� here we follow Van Glabbeek and Goltz in moving to semantic
substitution in some su�ciently expressive denotational model 	see Section ��
It is this kind of substitution� then� that we wish to capture in operational
rules� We aim at rules of the following approximate form�

B� �a� B�� r	a �b� B�� 
� � �� � B�
r� �b� B��� 
r
�� 	�

	for the moment disregarding annotations� The important part is choosing
representations for B��� and r��



��� Basic intuitions

We take B�
r� in 	� as an example� B�
r� may do a�� thereby resolving the
choice between the two a�s and moving to either a�� b or a� jjjc� To denote these
behaviours as terms of the form B��� 
r

��� we need to encode which occurrence of
a is involved� and the intermediate state of its re�nement� which is now at a��
Fortunately� a pointer to the individual action occurrences is already available
in the form of the annotation� We use these to extend the re�nement functions
with �busy� re�nements� Hence r� in 	� will extend r by mapping the relevant
occurrence of a to a� rather than a�� a��

The need for a compositional semantics forces us to make a further choice�
either the action occurrence involved in the re�nement should be removed from
the term B� under re�nement or it should be left standing� 	Note that in
particular� we cannot 	syntactically replace the actiona occurrence within B�

by the remainder B��� since this would not be compositional� More precisely�
B��� in 	� equals either B�� or B�� In 	�� if we were to set B��� � B�� this would
yield B�
a � a�� a�� �a��� b
r��� after which it is no longer visible that action b
depends on the action a� still outstanding� Instead we will use B��� � B�� and
hence B�
a� a�� a�� �a��� 	a� b� 	a jjj c
r��� But this causes its own problems�
since now it is not clear that the choice in the right hand term between a� b
and a jjjc has been resolved� Fortunately� here we can use the information in r�

regarding the �busy re�nements�� this tells us which occurrence of a is being
re�ned� hence we can impose a side condition on the rule 	� to ensure that
transitions may not be in con�ict with busy re�nements�

This in turn raises the question how to detect such con�icts� The answer
once more lies in the annotations� if a given term may do two transitions with
di�erent annotations� those transitions are independent if they do not rule out
each other� i�e� if each of them may still occur after the other� otherwise they
are in con�ict� For instance� if we take an annotated version of B� in 	� then

�a� �b� 	�a jjj �c �
������a
������

������c
����

�a� �b� 	�a jjj �c �
������c
�����

������a
�����

whereas on the other hand �a� �b� 	�a jjj �c ���a����
������c
������ In other words�

events 	�
 	 and 		
 � are independent whereas � and 		
 � are in con�ict�
This corresponds to the intuition that if the a��transition of B�
r� is due to �a
then c may not occur anymore� whereas c is still allowed if a� is due to �a�

��� Auxiliary concepts

It follows that in order to give operational rules for re�nement we need two
auxiliary concepts� �busy� re�nements and independence 	or con�ict between
annotations� We will now formalise these concepts�

Intuitively� the outgoing transitions of a given term are independent if they
arise out of di�erent and non�synchronising parallel components of that term�
and con�icting otherwise� One technique to decide this might be to investigate
the internal structure of the events� imparted by the rules for synchronisation in
Table �� This however would be against the notion of abstraction we adhere to�
according to which events may be renamed in arbitrary fashion� and hence their



internal structure cannot hold information� Instead we use the local structure
of the transition system to de�ne independence� for all C � L	E and E  E

C �E�� �� 	�d
 e � E� d � e � �C�
 C��� C �d� C� �e� C�� 	�

If C �E�� we say that the events of E are independent in C� For instance� in

our running example we have �a� �b � 	�a jjj �c �
f�����������g
�������� but �a� �b � 	�a jjj

�c ��
f�������g
�������� This de�nition uses the principle that in event�based models�

independence corresponds to con�uent diamonds in the state space� Note that
in 	� we do not quite test for con�uency� since we do not require the end states
to coincide� Conceivably one could have C �d��e� C� and C �e��d� C�� where
C� �� C��� In Section �� however� we show that such a situation cannot occur in
models of L� and that C �E�� indeed signi�es independence of the events in E�

To account for intermediate� �busy� re�nements� for the purpose of the
operational semantics we extend the domain of re�nement functions to subsets
of E� A re�nement function r will henceforth be a function fromA�E to L	E�
where E �n E is the �nite set of busy events of r� which we will usually denote
busy 	r� 	In�nite sets of busy events cannot come into existence� Furthermore
we will use the following constructions on such extended re�nement functions�

r r d �� r � 	A � 	busy	r r fdg 	�

rBd �� 	r r d � f	d
Bg � 	�

In 	� an event is removed from the set of busy events� e�ectively throwing
away the corresponding residual 	presumably because it is terminated� in 	�
the image of a busy event is changed� or possibly added if the event was not
busy before� Note that r r d � r if d �� busy 	r� It follows that busy	r r d �
busy 	rr fdg and busy	rBd  � busy	r � fdg� Now for convenience we also let
such extended r range over annotated actions�

r � 		e
 a� if e � busy 	r then r	e else r	a�

In terms of this auxiliary notation� the constructions 	� and 	� can be
characterised as follows�

r r d �� 		e
 a� if d � e then r	a else r	e
 a

rBd �� 		e
 a� if d � e then B else r	e
 a�

To complete the running example of 	�� we get r� � r
B�

�

d where d � � or
d � 	�
 	 depending on the occurrence of a� and B�� � ������� 	a��

��� Operational rules

With the necessary preparations out of the way� the actual statement of the
operational rules for re�nement becomes straightforward� see Table �� Note
that they reduce to the single rule in Table � if r is a renaming function�

The expression C� �
fdg�busy�r�
�������� tests the independence of the event about to

be re�ned with respect to the existing busy events� Note that for all reachable

terms� if d � busy 	r then C� �
fdg�busy�r�
�������� is ful�lled automatically 	proved by



C� �
d�a
�� C�� r	d
 a �

e�b
�� C�� �

X� C� �
fdg�busy�r�
�������� � C�
r� �

�d�e��b
���� C��
r r d�

C� �d�a�� C�� r	d
 a �e�b�� C�� ��
X�� C� �

fdg�busy�r�
�������� � C�
r� �

�d�e��b
���� C�
r

C�

�

d �

C� �
d�X
��� C�� r	d
X �

e�X
�� C�� C� �

fdg�busy�r�
�������� � C�
r� �

�d�e��X
����� C��
r�

Table 	� Operational rules for re�nement

induction on the length of the derivation� furthermore if busy	r � � then the

condition is implied by C� �
d�a
���

Note that the second rule of Table � contains a negative premise concern�
ing X�transitions� This could potentially lead to problems of well�de�nedness�
cf� Groote 
���� However� in our system X�transitions can be derived indepen�
dently from non�X�transitions� and so a strati�cation in the sense of Groote is
immediate� Moreover� due to the fact that re�nement functions are restricted
to range over L��� if C is derived from an r�image then it cannot be the case
that both C �X� and C �a� 	where a �� X�

We can now derive the behaviour for our example term 	�� Let r� a �� �a�� 	a�
and r�� �� 
� for all � �� a� and B � ������� 	a�� then r	a ���a���� B ��X�� and

B �	�a�����X� and r	� �
�����X� for all � �� a and hence

��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r� �
������a������ ��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r

B
� �

�
������a������ �������	 �b��r�

�
���	��b
���� �������r�

��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r� �
����������a��������� ��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r

B
������

�
����������a��������� ������� jjj �c��r�

�
�������	��c
������� ������� jjj ��������r�

��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r� �
����������a��������� ��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r

B
������

�
�������	��c
������� ��a jjj ��������r

B
������

�
����������a��������� ������� jjj ��������r�

��a	 �b 
 ��a jjj �c���r� �
�������	��c
������� ��a jjj ��������r�

It follows that the ��o�property in 	� indeed holds� In fact it is not hard
to prove the axioms in Table �� where id �A � A is the identity function
over A and r� � r� denotes concatenation of re�nement functions� de�ned by
	r� � r��� �� r�	�
r���

� Denotational semantics

The main tool we have to establish the correctness of the above operational
rules is to prove consistency with some denotational semantics�� Event�based

�In some sense this is the wrong order� one would rather expect a denotational semantics
to be measured against an existing operational one� For the case of re�nement� however�



B
r� � B 	B � f�
 �g

a
r� � r	a

	B� �B�
r� � B�
r� �B�
r� 	� � f�
 �
 jjjg

X
r� � �	X
r�

B
id � � B

B
r��
r�� � B
r� � r��

Table 
� Axioms of re�nement

models that can deal appropriately with the �at part of L are event automata
by Pinna and Poign�e 
���� bundle event structures by Langerak 
��� and our
own families of lposets 
��� ���� We will use the latter�

A labelled poset 	lposet� for short is a triple p � hEp
�p
 pi where Ep  E
is a �nite set of events� �p  Ep � Ep is a partial ordering relation over Ep�
and p�Ep � AX is a labelling function such that p	e � X i� e is the unique
maximal event of p� We denote Ap � �p	Ep� The class of labelled posets is
denoted LPO� If p
 q � LPO then p and q are called labelling consistent if
p � 	Ep � Eq � q � 	Ep � Eq� and p is a pre�x of q if Ep  Eq is left�
closed according to �q� The union of labelling consistent lposets is de�ned byS
P � h

S
Ep

S
�p


S
pi� This yields an lposet only under certain conditions�

which however will always be ful�lled in this paper�
A family of lposets 	�po� for short is a nonempty� pre�x closed set of

labelling consistent lposets� The class of �pos is denoted FPO� A �po P is
called con�uent if for all p
 q � P� Ep � Eq implies p � q� and coherent if for
all P  P� �p
 q � P� p � q � P implies

S
P � P�

To interpret �pos we again use event isomorphism� P
Q � FPO are event
isomorphic� denoted P ��d Q� if there exists a bijection f �EP � EQ such that
Q � f f�	p j p � P g 	where f� is the pointwise extension of f to lposets� We
then also denote Q � f�	P� Note that this relation is de�ned over �pos while
De�nition � concerns event�labelled transition systems� However� a given �po P
gives rise to an event�labelled transition system ETS 	P � hP
 p�
�Pi� where
P is the set of states� p� � P is the initial state and�P  P�E�	A�fXg�P
is a transition relation de�ned by

p �e����P q �� 	p � q � 	Eq r Ep � feg � 	p	e � � �

In addition we use pXP to denote �e� p �e�X��P
� intuitively pXP means that

p is a terminated state of P� There is in general a mismatch between event
isomorphism of �pos and of transition systems� although P ��d Q implies
ETS 	P ��o ETS 	Q� the inverse does not hold in general� However� we do
have the following�

� Proposition� If P
Q � FPO are con�uent then ETS 	P ��o ETS 	Q i�
P ��d Q�

denotational constructions have been in existence for some time� whereas the operational
characterisation is the main contribution of this paper�



In Section � we introduced the notation C �E�� to express that from state C� the
events inE maybe executed concurrently� The following proposition states that
a certain subclass of FPO� including� as we will see� the denotational models
of L	E� this notation indeed has the required meaning�


 Proposition� If P � FPO is con�uent and coherent then for all p � P and
E  E� p �E��P i� there exists a q � P such that p � q� Eq r Ep � E and
E  max�q

Eq� In other words� from the state p the events in E can be
executed concurrently� resulting in the state q�

We de�ne a denotational semantics 

����L	E � FPO such that strip	C� �
strip	C� implies 

C��� ��d 

C���� hence 

��� and ��d can be extended to L� The
operational and denotational semantics are then proved consistent�

� Theorem� For all B�
 B� � L� B�
��o B� if and only if 

B��� ��d 

B����

We brie�y de�ne the denotational semantics and give a sketch of the proof�
First we need a number of additional lposet concepts� If Ep �Eq � � then the
sequential composition of p and q is de�ned by p� q where

Ep�q � 	Ep r ��
p 	X � fEq j X� Ap g

�p�q � �p � 	Ep �Ep�q � 	Ep �Ep�q � 	Eq �Ep�q � �q � 	Eq �Ep�q

p�q � p � 	Ep �Ep�q � q � 	Eq �Ep�q �

To capture synchronisation of terms� for lposets p and q and E  	Ep �f	g�
	Eq � f	g we de�ne the 	partial product p�E q by

Ep�Eq � E

�p�Eq � f 		d
 e
 	d�
 e� j d �p d
� � e �p e

� g
�

p�Eq � f 		d
 e
 � j p	d � � � q	e � � g �

This is only partially de�ned because the transitive closure of the ordering
relation may fail to be antisymmetric� Moreover� we will only use this construct
if E A�synchronises p and q for some A  AX� which is said to be the case
when for all 	d
 e � E� either p	d �� A � fXg and e � 	� or d � 	 and
q	e �� A � fXg� or p	d � q	e � A � fXg� Finally� we de�ne the re�nement
of p by a function w�Ep � LPO by w	p where

Ew�p� � f 	e
 e� � Ep �E j e� � Ew�e� g

�w�p� � f 		d
 d�
 	e
 e� j d �p e � 	d � e � d� �w�d� e
� g

w�p� � f 		e
 e�
 � j � � w�e�	e
� g

This yields an lposet� provided that w behaves well� If R�AX� FPO is given
then w�Ep � LPO is a p�witness of R if for all e � Ep� w	eXR��p�e�� if e
is non�maximal in p� w	e � R	p	e if e is arbitrary� and X� Aw�e� implies
p	e � X� Re�nement is then extended to �pos by

R	P � fw	p j p � P
 w a p�witness of Rg

For the construction of in�nite behaviour we use the fact that FPO is a
complete partial order under  in which least upper bounds correspond to
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�
�ig



e��� �� fhfeg
 f	e
 eg
 f	e
Xgig



ea�� �� fhfe
 dg
 f	e
 e
 	e
 d
 	d
 dg
 f	e
 a
 	d
Xgig 	d � 		
 e



C� �C��� �� 

C��� � 

C���



C��C��� �� f p� q j p � 

C���
 q � 

C���g



C� jjA C��� �� f p�E q j p � 

C���
 q � 

C���
 E A�synchronises p
 q g



C
r��� �� 		a� 

r	a��

C��



eX�� �� k�e	
S
i�IN

X

i��



ke	C�� �� k�e	

C��

Table �� Denotational semantics of L	E

unions� and that the operators above are continuous� Hence the usual �xpoint
construction� using standard approximantsXi� is applicable� The denotational
semantics is now summed up in Table �� 	Note that k�e	P denotes the applica�
tion of the event isomorphism ke � 	d� 	d
 e to P� The following proposition
states that this semantics yields con�uent and coherent �pos� so that Proposi�
tions � and � are applicable�

 Proposition� For all C � L	E� 

C�� is a con�uent and coherent �po�

Hence we have that for all C�
 C� � L	E� 

C��� ��d 

C��� holds if and only if
ETS 

C��� ��o ETS 

C���� To prove Theorem � we therefore only have to show
ETS 

C�� ��o C for all C � L	E� The proof is by induction on the term
structure� The most interesting is the case of re�nement re�nement� which is
stated below� The complete proof can be found in 
��� Chapter ���

� Theorem� For all C � L	E and r�A � L	E� if ETS 

C�� ��o C and
ETS 

r	a�� ��o r	a for all a � A then ETS 

C
r�����o C
r��

Proof sketch� We have to de�ne a bijection f �E� � E� and a relation � 


C
r����L	E such that p� � C
r� and the simulation conditions in De�nition �
are ful�lled� The proof uses the fC and �C proving ETS 

C�� ��o C� and for all
a � A the fa and �a proving ETS 

r	a�� ��o r	a 	see De�nition �� We denote
R � 	a� 

r	a��� P � 

C�� and Q � R	P� It turns out that in general we can
assume that fC and the fa equal the identity over E� this allows us to de�ne
f � idE as well� Moreover� it turns out that the relations �C  

C�� � L	E
and �a  R	a � L	E for all a � A are injective� which means that we can
regard them as functions� we will also construct � as a function�

For arbitrary w	p � 

C
r��� we construct the pre�x of p where the witness w
is already complete� i�e� on which all w	e are terminated� By construction this
includes at least all the non�maximal events of p� but possibly some maximal
events as well� Intuitively� the events in p that are not complete are still �busy��
We de�ne

busy 	p
 w �� f e � Ep j �w	eXR��p�e�� g

cmpl 	p
 w �� p � 	Ep r busy	p
 w �



It follows that cmpl	p
 w � p� and� by Proposition �� p �
busy�p�w�
�������P

� We
now construct an extended re�nement function rp�w� 	A �E � L	E where
busy	r � E � busy	p
 w� let rp�w � A � r and for all e � busy 	p
 w

rp�w� e �� ��p�e�	w	e �

We are now ready to de�ne �� for all w	p � Q�

��w	p �� �C 	cmpl	p
 w
rp�w� �

This is well�de�ned because� as mentioned above� w and p are uniquely
determined for all w	p � Q� If p � p� then w � � we get cmpl	p
 w � p� � p
and rp�w � r� It follows that �	p� � �C	p�
r� � C
r� as required� Due to the
functional nature of �� the simulation properties of De�nition � collapse to

w	p �
�d�e���
�����Q w�	p� � �	w	p �

�d�e���
����� �	w�	p� 	�

�	w	p �
�d�e���
����� C�
r�� � �w�	p� � ���	C�
r��� w	p �

�d�e���
�����Q

w�	p�	�

The proof of this naturally divides into three cases� one for each of the op�
erational rules for re�nement in Table �� 	� � � A and w�	eXR��� resp�
e �� busy	r�� 	� � � A and �w�	eXR��� resp� e � busy 	r�� or 	� � � X� We
sketch the proof of 	� for the �rst case� From the assumptions it follows that

cmpl	p
 w �d�a�� cmpl	p�
 w� where a � p�	d� and hence �C	cmpl	p
 w �d�a��
�C	cmpl	p�
 w�� moreover busy	rp�w � fdg � Ecmpl�p��w�� r Ecmpl�p�w� and

hence �C	cmpl	p
 w �
fdg�busy�rp�w������������ �nally� q �e����R�a� w

�	dXR�a� where q �

w	d if d � busy	p
 w and q � p� otherwise� hence rp�w	da � �a	q �e�����X��

It follows that according to Table �� �	w	p � �C	cmpl 	p
 w
rw�p� �
�d�e���
�����

�C	cmpl	p�
 w�
rp�w r d� � �C	cmpl 	p�
 w�
rp��w� � � �	w�	p�� This con�
cludes the proof� �

� Conclusions

On the basis of an approach developed by Langerak in 
���� we have de�ned an
event�based operational semantics for a rich process algebraic language L� and
extended it with an operator for action re�nement� The de�nition has been
proved correct modulo event isomorphism by comparing it with a denotational
semantics based on families of posets� The rules for re�nement are based on
two auxiliary concepts� independence of transitions and intermediate or busy
re�nements�

��� Related work

Similar studies can be found elsewhere in the literature� Degano et al� 
���
and Boudol and Castellani 
�� compare event�based operational and denota�
tional semantics for CCS� which di�ers from L in that it has a di�erent form
of synchronisation� action pre�xing rather than sequential composition� and no
re�nement� Extending these approaches to sequential composition� especially
including the neutral element �� will cause grave di�culties� for instance� it is



unclear how to model � denotationally in the �ow event structures underlying

��� The extension to re�nement may however be less problematic� We con�
jecture that the concepts of event independence and busy re�nements can be
translated with relative ease to the operational setting in 
��� and our re�nement
rules may remain essentially unchanged�

Degano and Gorrieri 
��� also study operational and denotational semantics
for a language with re�nement� but with action pre�xing and without recur�
sion� The denotational model is again �ow event structures� An important
di�erence of our paper with 
��� is that correctness there is modulo history�
preserving bisimulation� which is weaker than event isomorphism and may in
some circumstances be more suitable� Busi� Van Glabbeek and Gorrieri 
��
follow the same programme with respect to ST�bisimulation� which is weaker
yet� Below we discuss the possibility of characterising weaker equivalences on
the basis of our operational semantics�

Aceto and Hennessy deal with re�nement syntactically rather than seman�
tically 	see the introduction� where we have brie�y discussed the syntactic ap�
proach� or 
��� for an exhaustive comparison of semantic and syntactic re�ne�
ment� In Section � we show that for the synchronisation�free fragment of L
we can likewise interpret re�nement syntactically� with results comparable to

��� in the presence of synchronisation 
�� the approaches diverge�

In the introduction we have already listed a number of denotational con�
structions for re�nement� apart from the ones mentioned above however� no
corresponding operational semantics has been developed�

��� Evaluation and future work

An advantage of our approach is the relative ease of proving equivalences be�
tween terms on the basis of our operational semantics� For instance� the axioms
in Table � are straightforward to prove� An interesting test case is

	B� jjA B�
r� � 	B�
r� jjA 	B�
r� �

In 
���� necessary and su�cient conditions are given under which this is
sound for event isomorphism� but the proof� based on denotational construc�
tions� is rather involved� An alternative proof on the basis of the operational
semantics in this paper should show a decisive improvement�

The equivalence relation in our correctness criterion� event isomorphism� is
rather strong� For instance� it does not satisfy the right distributivity of se�
quential composition over choice� 	x�y� z �� x� z� y� z for event isomorphism�
For our purpose this is not at all a disadvantage since we use the equivalence
exclusively to compare operational and denotational semantics� the stronger
the equivalence relation� the stronger this correspondence result� In other cir�
cumstances however� a weaker equivalence could be preferable� This is a matter
of de�ning such on the basis of the event�labelled transition system we have
used here� For instance� 	� shows that by ignoring the event information in
the labels we have access to the entire world of interleaving equivalence� On
the other hand� we have given an impossibility result in 
��� which shows that
weaker event�based equivalences do not preserve global properties like event
independence� However� it should be possible to construct a transition system
with independence in the sense of Nielsen et al� 
��� from a given event�labelled



transition system� on which the characterisation of equivalences looks more
promising�

The event�labelled transition systems we have taken from 
��� can be found
in many variations in the literature� for instance asynchronous automata 
�� ���
and trace automata 
���� In Section � we have already commented on the
possibility of employing a more compositional formalism such as the proved
transitions of 
���
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